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We propose a novel design of internal impedance matching networks for axial-mode helical antennas. This network comprises a
single wire attached to the helix. One of the main challenges when designing an internal matching network is its strong
electromagnetic coupling with the antenna. The matching network must hence be designed in the presence of the antenna,
which slows down the design process. To overcome this problem, we formulate an equivalent thin-wire model of the complete
helix, including the matching wire (matching network) and the dielectric support. This computationally low-demanding model
can be analyzed extremely rapidly, yielding accurate results, which are in excellent agreement with alternative numerical
solutions and measurements.

1. Introduction

Axial-mode helical antennas have been known for a long
time [1–8]. Inherently, they are poorly matched to the stan-
dard 50 Ω transmission lines. However, they can be
matched utilizing classical external matching networks
(located beyond the antenna port) or utilizing metallic and
dielectric features (internal) incorporated into the antenna
structure [7, 9–12].

The input impedance of axial-mode helical antennas is
close to 150 Ω [2, 13], and a well-designed internal matching
can have good performance with minimal complexity and
price overhead [12]. In [9], it was demonstrated that the
input impedance of axial-mode helical antennas strongly
depends on the shape of the beginning of its conductor. A
helical antenna internally matched by an impedance trans-
former similar to a transmission line structure, comprising
the helix reflector and a metallic plate horizontally attached
to the beginning of the helical conductor, was presented in
[10]. This notable work represents a proof of concept, with
somewhat incomplete consideration of practical aspects.

Namely, a helical conductor is usually wound around a cylin-
drical mount, and when a helix is circumferentially fed, the
matching from [10] is not always practical because the metal-
lic plate and the mount intersect. Following a similar idea, the
antenna in [13] is internally matched by adjusting the spac-
ing between the beginning of the helical conductor and the
reflector. However, the profile of the internal matching
presented in [13] requires a relatively complex calculation
[14] and employs a nonuniform helix.

An alternative solution, an impedance transformer
similar to a quarter-wave transformer, comprising the helix
reflector and a metallic plate vertically attached to the begin-
ning of the helical conductor, was presented in [7, 11, 12].
The characteristic impedance of this transformer should be
smaller than the characteristic impedance of the transmis-
sion line formed by the beginning of the helical conductor
and the reflector, as it transforms the helix input impedance
(close to 150 Ω) to 50 Ω. Thus, the added metallic plate
should decrease the characteristic impedance of the trans-
mission line formed by the helical conductor and the reflec-
tor; namely, its per-unit-length (PUL) capacitance should
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be increased and hence the metallic plate should preferably
be attached to the bottom of the helical conductor [7, 12]
(as close as needed to the helix reflector), as opposed to the
solution presented in [11].

Following these ideas, originated from [10, 13], with the
modifications first proposed in [7] and verified in [12], we
here propose an internal impedance matching network for
a helical antenna which comprises a single wire. We recog-
nize that one of the main challenges when designing an inter-
nal matching is its strong electromagnetic (EM) coupling
with the antenna. The matching network must therefore be
designed in the presence of the antenna by means of either
relatively lengthy and expensive prototype tuning [11] or
complex full-wave numerical analysis [12]. In addition, we
formulate here a wire-based equivalent (simplified) model
of the internally matched helix. This computationally low-
demanding model enables fast and accurate design of inter-
nally matched helical antennas with dielectric supports. The
model is based on the equivalent model of wires mounted
in the vicinity of dielectric and/or magnetic objects [15]
and yields very accurate results.

2. Internally Matched Helix

We consider a helical antenna made of a copper wire with a
radius r = 0 525mm, wound around a hollow PVC tube with
an outer radius RPVC1 = 80mm and an inner radius RPVC2 =
76mm, as shown in Figure 1(a). Copper conductivity is
σCu = 58MS/m, and PVC dielectric parameters are εr = 2 8
and tan δ = 0 0049. The helix starts at z = 0 and has N = 5
uniform turns with pitch length H = 120mm (the helix total
length is L =NH = 600mm). On both ends of the helix, the
PVC tube is extended by 7 5mm (the total length of the
PVC tube is LPVC = 615mm). A circular copper reflector with
radius RREF = 200mm is placed at the bottom end of the PVC
tube (at z = −7 5mm). The helix is circumferentially fed via
an SMA connector mounted at the helix periphery through
a hole in the reflector.

Next, we propose a matching network made of a single
wire connected to the beginning of the helical conductor, as
shown in Figure 1. When the matching network and the helix

are made solely of wires wound around a PVC tube with a
reflector, starting from the theory presented in [15], it is
relatively simple to formulate an efficient and accurate equiv-
alent wire-based numerical model of the internally matched
helix. This equivalent model, formulated in Section 3,
enables rapid computational simulation even using low-end
computers. It thus provides means for extremely quick,
accurate, and easy computer-aided design of a matched helix
and overcomes the need for the relatively lengthy prototype
tuning or full-wave computational simulations of complete
numerical models.

The matching wire is made of the same copper wire as
that in the helix (this will further simplify the formulation
of the equivalent model). The geometry of the matching wire
is parameterized by the following equations in Cartesian
coordinates, as in [12]:

x = RPVC1 + r cos π

2 t ,

y = RPVC1 + r sin π

2 t ,

z = zmin +
zmax − zmin
10pp − 1 10pp t

tmax − 1 , 0 ≤ t ≤ tmax

1

The overall geometrical profile of the matching wire is
determined by the parameter pp, whereas tmax determines the
length of the matching wire (for tmax = 1, the matching wire
extends to one quarter of the first helical turn). The ends of
the matching wire, having coordinates z = zmin and z = zmax,
are connected to the helix by vertical straight-wire sections,
as shown in Figure 1(b). The SMA inner conductor is attached
to the matching wire. Its radius and height are rSMA = 0 635
mm and hSMA = 5 25mm, respectively.

The parametrization (1) was introduced in [12] to
describe the bottom edge of a matching plate. It defines a
curve utilizing a small number of parameters (zmin, zmax,
tmax, and pp). The curve is smoothly shaped, with no abrupt
changes in its geometry. Of course, other parametrization
schemes can be used.

As it will be described in Section 4, once parameters from
(1) have been determined via an optimization or tuning
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Figure 1: (a) A helical antenna with a matching wire. (b) A sketch of the matching wire, whose geometry is governed by (1).
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process, the construction of the matching wire is simple and
it does not contribute to the antenna complexity or price.
Moreover, the matching wire can be easily tuned on the
fabricated prototype, if such a demand would arise. This is
not always the case with alternative matching designs.

3. Equivalent Model

When a helix is internally matched by a vertically profiled
metallic plate [7, 11, 12] wound around a PVC tube, an accurate
model cannot be formulated easily. As opposed to this, when a
helix is internally matched by a wire, an equivalent model is rel-
atively easy to formulate, especially when the matching is made
of the same wire as that in the helix. In that case, the helix and
the matching wire, both wound around a PVC tube, can be
equivalently replaced by metallic wires (with distributed load-
ings) situated in a free space [15]. In other words, rather than
explicitly taking into account the presence of the PVC tube (uti-
lizing the complete EM models), the PVC tube is considered
implicitly, utilizing the equivalent wire model.

The complete models of the matched helix are typically
tailored for simulations to be carried out by the most com-
monly used rigorous full-wave numerical techniques, that
is, the finite element method (FEM) or the method of
moments (MoM). In comparison with these models, the
equivalent wire model is much more computationally
efficient, especially when wires are simulated by the MoM
[16, 17] utilizing the thin-wire approximation [18]. More-
over, the formulation of the highly accurate complete MoM
model, which explicitly takes into account the PVC tube in
the vicinity of a wire, is not a trivial task. This is an additional
motivation for the formulation of the equivalent wire model,
and it is described below.

Consider a short wire segment wound around a PVC
tube. Since the curvature of this structure is relatively small,
the wire can be locally considered straight, laying down on
a flat PVC substrate. We expect that neglecting the curvature
of this structure will not significantly affect the validity of
equivalence and that we can introduce uniform transmission
lines necessary for the derivation of the equivalence [15].

Contemplating structures suitable for the equivalence, we
consider two-wire transmission lines (a) with a PVC substrate
and (b) without a PVC substrate, as described in [15] and
depicted in Figure 2. The line conductors of the original two-
wire transmission line lay on a t = RPVC1 − RPVC2 = 4mm
thick PVC substrate, as shown in Figure 2(a). The thickness
of the PVC substrate is equal to the thickness of the wall of
the PVC tube, and the original two-wire transmission line con-
ductors are made of the same wire as that in the helix. Charac-
teristics of this transmission line are mostly influenced by the

PVC in the proximity to the conductors. Hence, through
numerical experiments, we set the width of the substrate to
be w = 10t = 40mm. The distance between the conductors of
the line is set to d = 10w = 400mm, as recommended in [15].
Employing the quasi-static analysis [19, 20], we evaluate the
PUL capacitance of the line to be C′ = 4 28 pF/m and the
inductance to be L′ = 2 75μH/m.

The cross section of the equivalent two-wire trans-
mission line is shown in Figure 2(b). The equivalent
transmission line has no PVC substrate, and its conductor
radius (req) is evaluated so that the original and the equivalent
transmission lines have the same PUL capacitance [15]. To
equalize the PUL inductance of the original and the equivalent
transmission lines [15], a series PUL inductance ΔL′ is added
to each conductor of the equivalent transmission line in the
numerical model.

By employing the quasi-static analysis [19, 20], the wire
radii and the PUL inductance of the equivalent transmission
line are evaluated to be req = 1 5mm and Leq′ = 2 34μH/m,
respectively, so the series PUL inductance necessary for the
equivalence is ΔL′ = 0 205 μH/m [ΔL′ = L′ − Leq′ /2]. The
parameters of the equivalent two-wire transmission line
(req and ΔL′) will be used when constructing the equivalent
wire model of the internally matched helix. In the equivalent
wire model of the matched helix, all wires (helix and match-
ing), having the same radius (req), are situated in a free space

(with no PVC tube), with the series PUL inductance ΔL′
included as a distributed loading.

Adding the PUL inductance to a wire is a standard
feature in modern full-wave EM simulators [16, 17]. It only
alters the boundary conditions and practically does not
increase the model complexity and simulation run time.
We next evaluate the efficiency and accuracy of the pro-
posed equivalent model of the internally matched helix by
comparing our simulation results with full-wave simulations
[17, 21] of the complete model and with measurements on a
fabricated prototype.

4. Results

The equivalent (purely metallic, MoM) model of the helix
with the matching wire is assembled in the software
WIPL-D Pro [17]. The analysis is based on the thin-wire
approximation [18]; it requires 2103 unknowns and lasts 4
seconds per frequency point, when run on a modest PC.
The parameters of the matching wire in (1) are tuned so
that the helix is best matched (its reflection coefficient with
respect to 50 Ω is minimal) in the vicinity of 600MHz. The
parameters zmin = −2 25mm and zmax = 24 41mm are prede-
fined, and the tuning yielded tmax = 0 8804 and pp = 2 609.

The complete full-wave FEM model (with the explicit
presence of the PVC tube) of the matched helix is assembled
in the software ANSYS HFSS [21]. It requires 420,929
unknowns and lasts 8 minutes and 14 seconds per frequency
point (only the final adaptive pass is considered) on the same
PC. The reflection coefficient obtained by utilizing the equiv-
alent wire model and the complete full-wave FEM model is

𝜀0, 𝜇0w w
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t PVC

r
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𝜀0, 𝜇0
ΔL′ ΔL′

d reqreq
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Figure 2: Cross sections of (a) the original and (b) the equivalent
two-wire transmission lines.
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shown in Figure 3. Note that WIPL-D Pro and ANSYS HFSS
utilize different numerical techniques, MoM and FEM,
respectively. Hence, this comparison provides a good cross-
check combination for unbiased evaluation of the accuracy
of the obtained results. As it can be seen from Figure 3, these
two sets of results are in an excellent agreement. In addition,
note that when the complete full-wave MoMmodel (with the
explicit presence of the PVC tube) is assembled in WIPL-D
Pro (the results were not shown for brevity), the simulation
requires 34,713 unknowns and lasts 31 minutes and 58

seconds per frequency point on the same PC. We can con-
clude that, in this example, the equivalent wire model yields
a reduction of the simulation time by more than 100 times
when compared to the FEM model and by more than 400
times when compared to the MoM complete model.

Also presented in Figure 3 are the results obtained by
measurements on the fabricated matched antenna, for which
a detail presenting the first two turns is shown in Figure 4.
Acknowledging prototype fabrication tolerances, we con-
clude that the measurements and numerical results are in a
very good agreement.

Finally, we will examine the influence of the PVC tube on
the helix reflection coefficient. By starting from the complete
WIPL-D Pro model, we simply omit the PVC tube. Thus
obtained “incomplete” wire results are also presented in
Figure 3. We can conclude from Figure 3 that the results
obtained utilizing the “incomplete” model significantly devi-
ate from both the other numerical results and measurements.
We thus confirm that, for the fast and accurate design of heli-
cal antennas with a dielectric tube, the tube cannot be simply
omitted and the formulated equivalent wire model represents
an excellent choice.

5. Conclusions

We have proposed a simple and inexpensive wire-based
internal matching network for axial-mode helical antennas.
We have also formulated an equivalent thin-wire-based EM
model of internally matched helical antennas. The proposed
model yields results which are in an excellent agreement with
the complete full-wave FEM simulations. The accuracy of the
proposed model has also been validated by measurements on
a fabricated antenna. In the presented example, the proposed
model reduces the simulation run time by more than 100
times and 400 times, compared to FEM and MoM full-
wave analysis of complete models, respectively, while main-
taining excellent accuracy. We remark that when employing

Figure 4: A photograph of the internally matched helix prototype.
The stencil for the matching wire, preprinted on a piece of paper,
is also shown.
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Figure 3: The reflection coefficient of the helical antenna with the
matching wire: comparison of three simulation models and
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the equivalence from [15], as done here, high-permittivity
dielectrics may yield unacceptably large wire radii in the
equivalent model. This can be bypassed by using the method
from [22]. In that method, a wire coated with a dielectric
layer is treated by considering currents and charges that are
located on the wire surface with an additional layer of charges
located at the outer surface of the coating. However, in the
available commercial software, only the currents and charges
located on the wire surface are involved in the thin-wire
model. Hence, the application of the method from [22]
requires writing a customized code.
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